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INTRODUCTION 
The expression of heterosis in livestock is often dependent on the environment (Barlow, 1981). 
For example, in a study of Canadian farms, the degree of heterosis for growth rate in pigs was 
found to increase as the environment became less favourable, (Kennedy and Quinton, 1987). 
Non-additive effects are not unusual in reproductive and other fitness-related traits such as egg 
production, and have been suggested as a mechanism to counteract the deteriorating condition 
of the body with ageing. In this case, the individual’s own body forms an internal environment, 
(McMillan and Quinton, 2002). Liljedahl et al., (1984 ; 1999) found non-additive genetic 
effects in laying hens, as well as environmental effects, increase with time, and noted that the 
line crosses with the least decline in production over two cycles of lay, also showed increasing 
levels of heterosis over time. 
 
Layers are not normally kept beyond 2 production cycles, but 3 cycles are used in this study in 
order to examine the effects of ageing. Results from regression analysis of the first production 
cycle are given by Ledur et al. (2000), and show differences among strain and strain crosses, 
attributable to additive genetic, heterotic, Z-chromosome, and environmental effects, all 
increased over the cycle. This paper examines the changes over all 3 cycles in the variation of 
egg production, firstly with respect to the strain/cross averages and average declines in 
production, and secondly with respect to the family relationships within the pure strains and 
within the crosses. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The data are fully described in Ledur et al., (2000). Briefly, egg production was recorded for 
three unrelated commercial White Leghorn strains, selected as closed lines on an index of traits 
typical for layers for 25 - 35 years, and offspring from all 2-way crosses of these strains, to 
form 9 lines. The lines were created from the offspring of 16 males, each mated to 3 different 
females, using different parents for each line. The hens were caged in 21 batches, and 
production was recorded for the first, second and third laying cycles, for 48, 40 and 20 weeks 
respectively, following the first egg laid by each hen per cycle. This required synchronising the 
records so that the first day of production per cycle was the first day of lay for each hen, in 
order to remove the effects of puberty and cycling pattern form the recorded trait.  
 
The changes in the variation of strain/cross cycle means and rates of decline were assessed 
from a mixed model analysis of the mean, and the linear polynomial contrast of the log 
monthly egg production per cycle, for each hen. The change from cycle 1 to 3 was assessed 
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from analysis of the difference between the cycle means and linear contrasts based on the first 
5 months of production for each hen. The following mixed model was fit using the Mixed 
procedure in SAS©. 

yijklmn = µ + ci + strain/crossj + sirek(ij) + daml(ijk) + cage-groupm   + en(ijklm) 
where yijklmn represents the cycle mean, linear contrast, or difference between cycles 1 and 3 in 
means or contrast of the nth individual hen, ci  the fixed effect of pure strain or cross, i = 1, 2, 
gj(i)  the fixed effect of the particular strain/cross group j within pure or crossed group i, cage-
groupl the random effect of batch m, sirek(ij) and daml(ijk) the kth sire and lth dam of that sire 
respectively, and eijklmn random error for the hen. Sire, dam and residual variances were 
estimated separately for the pure and crossed lines.  
The changes in the variance structure of log monthly egg production within strain/cross 
combination were assessed from a random regression model fit using the DFREML 3.0 
package (Meyer and Hill, 1999) to each cycle separately, of the form 

yijkl = µ + fl + gk + Σ m αimφm (tij) + Σ m δimφm (tij) + Σ m γimφm (tij)  + eijkl 
Where yijk  is the log production of hen i in month j of the cycle, fl is the fixed effect of each 
strain-period, l = 36, 30 or 15 for cycles 1, 2 or 3 respectively in the pure line analyses, and 72, 
60 or 30 for the crosses, gk the fixed effects of the kth cage-group, αim δim  γim. are the sire, dam 
and permanent environmental random regression coefficients for each hen, respectively, where 
m = 0,…,4 for cycles 1 and 2, and 0,…,3 for cycle 3, φm (tij) is the mth order orthogonal 
polynomial of tij  and eijkl the temporary environmental, or measurement effect. The pure and 
crossed strains were fit separately.  
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Figure 1 shows the monthly average production of the 3 crosses, expressed as deviations from 
the average corresponding pure strain.  

Fig 1. Production for crosses, as deviations from parent lines
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Table 1 shows log-scale heterosis estimates (and probability values) based on contrasts 
between the crosses and corresponding pure strain average monthly production means over the 
12, 10 or 5 months in cycles 1, 2 or 3. Results of an analysis of the first 5 months of cycles 1 
and 2 (not shown) are similar. Contrasts of the difference between cycles 1 and 3 are based on 
the first 5 months of cycle 1. Table 2 shows similar results based on the analysis of the linear 
contrasts. There was no evidence of any reciprocal effect based on comparisons among crossed 
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line pairs in any of these analyses. Crosses between strains 1 and 7 showed most heterosis in 
average monthly production in all cycles, and a significantly smaller decline in average 
monthly production over the first 5 months from cycle 1 to 3 than the average decline for pure 
strains 1 and 7. The linear rate of decline within cycle was also significantly less in the 1 - 7 
crosses, especially for cycles 2 and 3, than in the average corresponding pure lines. This shows 
that heterosis in the monthly production increases within each cycle for the 1 - 7 crosses. There 
was also significantly less increase in the decline rate from cycle 1 to 3 in the 1 - 7 crosses than 
their pure strain average, which means that heterosis in monthly production increases at an 
increasing rate across production cycle, at least for the first five months per cycle. 
 
Table 1. Estimate of heterosis (and probability of none) in log monthly production 
 

 Cycle 1 Cycle 2 Cycle 3 Cycle 3 – 1* 
1 x 4 .05 (.02) .08 (.02) .00 (.96) .02 (.64) 
1 x 7 .08 (.00) .20 (.00) .27 (.05) .21 (.00) 
4 x 7 .05 (.01) .06 (.08) .06 (.21) .02 (.75) 

 
Table 2. Estimate of heterosis (and probability of none) in linear trend (log scale) 
 

 Cycle 1 Cycle 2 Cycle 3 Cycle 3 – 1* 
1 x 4 1.88 (.11) .51 (.64) .09 (.63) -.13 (.50) 
1 x 7 2.02 (.09) .43 (.00) .69 (.00) .53 (.01) 
4 x 7 0.52 (.85) .06 (.95) .19 (.46) .07 (.20) 
* 5 periods/cycle used for differences 

 
Figures 2 and 3 show the sire and dam variances for the pure and crossed strains, and figures 4 
and 5 show the permanent environmental (PEV) and measurement variances over the 3 cycles 
estimated by the random regression model for the pure and crossed strains respectively. PEV 
increased within each cycle, more rapidly in later cycles, and more rapidly in the pure lines. 
Dam variance was always much larger than sire variance in the pure lines, and the difference 
tended to increase within cycles. Dam variance in the crossed lines was very small in cycle 1, 
and was similar to the sire variance, but increased dramatically within cycles 2 and 3, and 
across cycles, relative to sire variance.  

Fig 2. Pure: sire, dam variance 
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Fig 3. Cross: sire, dam variance
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A major drawback of this model is its inability to separate genetic and environmental full-sib 
effects (Misztal and Besbes, 2000). Environmental full-sib effects are considered to be 
negligible for egg production (Fairfull, 1990), however.  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
The first part of the analysis suggests that the rate of change of line heterosis varied among 
crosses, both within and across production cycle. Heterosis in average production was 
associated with heterosis in the rate of decline per cycle in only one type of cross, and both 
effects increased over cycles. Thus, the line with increasing heterosis within cycle showed least 
decline in production, relative to the average of the parent lines, over the whole period. This 
kind of association was also noted in the crosses studied by Liljedahl et al. (1999), and 
provides support for the reserve gene hypothesis.  
 
The random regression analyses provide some evidence that the within-line variance structure 
changes differently over time in pure lines than in crossed lines. The extent to which the dam 
variance exceeds the sire variance may indicate non-additive gene action within lines, which is 
considerable in both pure and crossed lines, and increases over time. This increase is most 
rapid in the crossed lines, possibly because crosses would provide more opportunity for effects 
involving dominance, including some forms of epistasis, to occur. These changes may also 
differ among individual cross types, but larger studies would be required for such comparisons.  
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